
Terror Córdoba convenes filmmakers and fans to participate with your audiovisual material            
in its 5th edition that will take place from 28 October to 03 November 2019 in Cordoba,                 
Argentina.  
The festival will accept jobs of any duration, the horror and fantasy genre, produced between               
2016 and 2019. This time will have an instance competitive where they can participate with               
short of not longer than 30 minutes and turn a sample be held items not included in                 
competition.  
This is a festival that is organized collectively, self-managed and non-profit taking as their              
main objectives disseminate and promote achievements framed genres Horror and Fantasy,           
strengthen exchanges and cultural diversity and promote a network of support and            
dissemination of independent film genre.  
  

TERMS AND CONDITIONS  
 

1- In the festival may participate Filmmakers, students and fans  from all over the world.  
 
2- The productions must be framed within the horror and fantasy genres and have been               
produced between the 2016 and 2019.  
 
3. Each participant may submit up to 2 works. There is no requirement that the works are                 
unpublished.  
 
4- Participants must complete the tab registration that will be available on the site              
www.terrorcórdoba.com.ar. Registration for the festival involves the full and unconditional          
acceptance of this terms and conditions.  
 
5- Works will be received from May 28 day 2019 until 23:59 hours on July 03, 2019.  
 
6- Presentation of audiovisual works:  
 
Container File type: MP4 or MOV  
Compression: H.264  
Minimum resolution: HD (1280x720)  
Audio quality: 48 kHz - 16 or 24 bits - Stereo.  
 
7- The works should be sent by email to: terror.cordoba.festival@gmail.com through the            
following digital platforms:  
 
a) Google Drive (www.google.com/Drive)  
b) Mega (https://mega.co.nz) c) Dropbox (www.dropbox.com)  
c) Dropbox (www.dropbox.com)  
 
In the email subject must contain: Title / director / year / duration (eg. More Than Life / Jack                   
Daniels / 111') * Failure to meet any of these requirements communicate via e-mail format               
specifying the terror.cordoba.festival@gmail.com reason the mail with the subject: Not          
qualify.  



  
You can also register the material through the platform         
www.clickforfestivals.com/terror-cordoba  
 
8- The works that use images and/or sounds existing they will be accepted under the               
responsibility of participant, as regards rights to original for third parties. The filmmakers of              
the works will be responsible for claims of any nature third parties may make regarding their                
contribution to the production, copyright, inclusion, interpreters, etc.  
 
9- The works whose original language is not Spanish they must have subtitles in.  
 
10- Selected works remain under guard of festival as part of its file with the commitment not                 
use them for profit but, it will be use for promotion, retrospectives, exhibitions or special               
screenings.  
 
11- The organizing committee of the festival will make a pre-material selection that will              
participate in the instance competitive as well as works to be screened in the sample.  
 
12- A jury convened by the organizing committee will be the responsible for the selection of                
the winning short films Festival giving the following prizes:  
 
Best Short Film Award from Córdoba  
Best Short Film Award from Argentina 
Best Short Film Award from Latinoamerica 
Best Short Film Award from International 
 
Each winner will receive a statuette, and a surprise prize delivered at the close of the                
festival, on 03 November 2019. If the winner is not present to receive his prize, the same                 
may be delivered to a representative or mailed, then shipping costs borne by the participant.               
The organizing committee will not is responsible for the loss, breakage or any eventuality              
that may occur in shipping.  
 
13- Participation in the festival is free. The Organisers may suspend, modify and/or cancel              
this festival  when unforeseen circumstances the justified.  
 


